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Abstract
We have implemented a one-dimensional scrape-off layer (SOL) model in the PROCESS fusion reactor systems 
code.  It allows reactor scenarios to be obtained while limiting both the plasma temperature of the SOL at the 
entrance to the sheath at the divertor target, and the power density on the target.  To take account of cross-field 
transport in an ad hoc way, the area of the flux tube is increased discontinuously part of the way along its length.  
The following physical processes are included: convected heat flux; thermal conduction; momentum conservation; 
radiation by deuterium, tritium and impurities; charge exchange; electron impact ionisation; and surface 
recombination.  Pumping is not included – all particles striking the target are recycled.  The strong shearing of the 
flux tube near the X-point is not taken into account.  The isotropic emission of fast neutrals due to charge exchange
from the part of the SOL adjacent to the target dominates the total power density on the target when the plasma 
temperature is reduced below 5 eV.

As the seeded impurity concentration is increased a discontinuous transition is observed between an attached state
where the plasma temperature at the target is 50 eV, and a state where the temperature at the target hits the lower 
bound of the simulation, 1.1 eV.  We interpret this as a detached state, within the limitations of the model.

Keywords: tokamak, scrape-off layer, detachment

1. Introduction
A reactor systems code includes simple models of all parts of a reactor system, from the basic plasma physics to 
the generation and transmission of electricity.  We have implemented a modified version of a one-dimensional 
scrape-off layer (SOL) model developed by Kallenbach et al [1] in the PROCESS [2] fusion reactor systems code.  
Only the outer divertor is included, as there are reasons to believe that a 1D approach is not suitable for the inner 
divertor leg [1].  The typical connection length from the outboard side of the plasma to the inner target is about 
three times as long as that to the outer target, giving time for extensive broadening of the SOL.  The outer target 
receives the majority of the divertor heat load, concentrated in a narrower profile than at the inner target [3].  
Experience with single-null divertors shows that if the power density on the outer target is acceptable then so is the 
power on the inner target [4].  If the outer divertor has an X or Super-X configuration, it may detach while the inner 
divertor is still attached, but these configurations are not considered here. The model allows optimised reactor 
scenarios to be obtained while limiting both the plasma temperature of the SOL at the entrance to the sheath at the 
divertor target, and the power density on the target.

A recent study using the SOLPS code [5] proposed argon as a seeded impurity, the electron temperature adjacent 
to the target < 5 eV and the peak heat flux < 5 - 10 MW/m2.  However, when the radiation on the target was taken 
into account, the peak heat flux on the outer target could not be reduced below 15 MW/m2.  This underlines the 
importance of optimising the main plasma and SOL as a single system.  A study using the SONIC code found that 
a self-consistent scenario could be found using argon seeding only, achieving full detachment at the inner target 
and partial detachment at the outer target [6].

2. The SOL model
We have used equations 2-7 from [1], but rewritten as a set of ordinary differential equations in the six dependent 
variables listed in Table 1.  The other quantities such as v are calculated from these.  The independent variable x is
the distance along the field line from the divertor target.  Parameter names used more than once are given in Table
2.  Throughout this paper, quantities referred to as “at the target” should be understood to be defined at the 
entrance to the target sheath.

The neutral deuterium and tritium flux from the target is divided into two velocity groups each carrying half the flux.  
The first group of atoms has a bulk velocity of ¼ of the mean thermal speed corresponding to a temperature of 5 
eV, representing the typical kinetic energy of atoms after electron impact dissociation (Franck–Condon atoms [7]) 
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and reflection of sheath-accelerated ions.  The second group is started at the target with a nominal bulk velocity 
higher by a factor 10.  This choice was guided by the small angle pitch angle of the field line, which allows neutrals 
entering from the side to enter the flux tube at a relatively large connection length from the target. These velocities 
are assigned just to calculate a penetration depth – when the neutrals become part of the plasma by ionisation, 
their energy and momentum are set to zero.  The ionization rate is also calculated assuming the neutrals are at 
rest.  We have found that the value of the velocity multiplier does not have a big effect on the results.   The effect of
impurity ions on radiation and on thermal conductivity has been taken into account, but their contribution to electron
density is neglected.

Table 1.  Dependent variables

n01
Number density of group 1 (slow) neutral atoms.

n02
Number density of group 2 (fast) neutral atoms.

(nv ) n=ne=n i (electron and ion density), and v  is the plasma flow velocity

T T=T e=T i is the plasma temperature 

Ptot (mi v
2
+2eT )

Q Power transported along the SOL

Table 2.  Derived parameters.  
cs0

Ion sound speed at the target

A0
Area of SOL at the target

Rion
Rate coefficient for ionisation of hydrogenic species by electron impact

Rrec
Rate coefficient for volume recombination of hydrogenic species 

RCX
Rate coefficient for charge exchange of hydrogenic species 

There are four additional differential equations to calculate the integrals of the power loss terms.  The sum of these 
losses is used to check the power balance.  As the pressure Ptothas been used as an independent variable, we 

need to solve the quadratic equation of Ptotto give the plasma density. (The correct solution can be identified by 
observing that at the midplane the bulk velocity is zero, but the total pressure is non-zero.)

n=
Ptot+√Ptot

2
−4 ∙2e miT e (nv )

2

2 ∙2e Te

(1)

The equations used are as follows.  (Heat flux and velocity towards the target are negative.)

Continuity equation for “slow” neutrals:

d n01

dx
=

1
v01

(Rrecn
2
−R ionn01n ) (2)

Continuity equation for “fast” neutrals:

d n02

dx
=

−1
v 02

Rion n02n (3)

Convected heat flux:



q∥conv=−(nv )(5eT+
1
2
mi(

nv
ne

)
2

) (3)

The cross-section area of the SOL, A, is calculated by taking the radial width equal to the power fall-off length. 
Total heat flux is derived from the total power in the SOL, Q:

q∥total=
Q
A

(4)

Total heat flux is the sum of the convected and conducted fractions, therefore the conducted fraction is:

q∥cond=q∥ total−q∥conv (5)

For thermal conductivity there is no general expression for a multi-species plasma, but an approximation has been 
proposed by [8]:

κ 0≈
8788
Zeff

(
Zeff+0.21

Zeff+4.2 ) W
m∙eV 7/2 , (6)

where Zeff  is the effective ion charge (taken as constant throughout the SOL), and ion conductivity is neglected.  
Thermal conduction is then described by

dT
dx

=q∥ cond
1

T 2.5κ0

(7)

Ion continuity:

d (nv )
dx

=R ionn01n+R ionn02n−Rrecn
2

(8)

Momentum conservation:

d Ptot

dx
=−(RCX (n01+n02 )+Rrecn ) (nv )mi (9)

Impurity radiation loss density: 

ρimp=n2∑
Z

cZ LZ (10)

L z=radiative loss function for impurity species z (W m3 )

Radiation loss density for neutral hydrogenic species: 

ρH=(n01+n02)n ( p¿+ pRB ) (11)

p¿=line radiation power rate coefficient (W m3 )pRB=continuum radiation power rate coefficient (W m3
)



Charge exchange power loss density:

ρCX=eT eRCX (n01+n02)n (12)

Ionisation power loss density:

ρion=(Rionn01+Rion n02)e Eion (13)

Energy conservation:

dQ
dx

=A (ρimp+ ρH+ρCX+ ρion) (14)

The PROCESS implementation allows thirteen impurities: He, Be, C, N, O, Ne, Si, Ar, Fe, Kr, Ni, W, Xe.  The 
impurities other than helium are likely to be enriched in the SOL relative to the main plasma.  Based on 
neoclassical transport it is predicted that for ITER there will be a net outward drift of tungsten in the pedestal 
provided the temperature is greater than 92 eV [9].  We expect the same to be qualitatively true for DEMO, and for 
other impurities with high atomic numbers such as argon.

Using ADAS data the ratios of different ionisation states for each impurity were calculated for a range of 
temperatures and a single electron density, 11020 m-3.  Radiative loss functions, mean ionic charge and mean 
squared ionic charge were calculated and tabulated as a function of the dwell time parameter describing the 
departure from local ionisation equilibrium in the SOL.  For hydrogenic species, cross-section and rate tables are 
used for recombination, ionisation, charge exchange, line radiation and continuum radiation.  For power balance 
the energies in Table 3 are used.

Table 3.  Energies required for loss calculations
Volume recombination energy (assumed to be lost as 
radiation)

13.6 eV

Molecular association (per ion) 2.3 eV
Erec=¿ Surface recombination (including association)  15.9eV

Eion=¿ Electron energy loss due to ionization 15 eV

The effective charge is derived by summing contributions over all impurity elements j,

Zeff=1+∑
j≠ H

c j ( Ź j
2
−Ź j ) (15)

where Ź jand Ź j
2 are the mean charge and mean square charge averaged over the different ionisation states for 

impurity element j.

The connection length from midplane to target has been calculated by direct integration for an example reactor 
equilibrium (Figure 1).  A fit to this curve has been used, as a function of Δ r, the radial distance from the LCFS at 

the outer midplane.  The connection length is taken to be proportional to π R0q95, so the final estimate, with metre 
units, is 

Lcon=
π R0q95

93.2 (21.25 ln ( 1
Δr )−8.7) (16)

The relevant distance Δ r has been taken to be λqOMP, the power fall-off length in the SOL at the outer midplane.  
The large connection length and elongation of the flux tube cross-section very near the separatrix may be 
important, leading to strong cross-field transport, but this is not taken into account.
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Figure 1.  Connection length from outer midplane to divertor.  Plasma major radius = 9.0734 m, toroidal field at axis = 5.6212 T,

Safety factor at 95% flux surface = 3.2691, divertor is at major radius = 8.3 m.  

The ordinary differential equations are solved using a modified divided difference form of the Adams PECE 
formulas [10].  At the point in the SOL when the neutral density becomes small (less than 1014 m-3), all the atomic 
rates are set to zero and remain at zero for the remainder of the integration.  This is essential to stop the equations 
being too stiff.

The total field is assumed to be constant along the flux tube.  In the absence of cross-field transport the area of the 
flux tube would then be constant.  To take account of cross-field transport in an ad hoc way, the width of the flux 
tube is increased discontinuously by a specified amount at a point given by a specified fraction of the total 
connection length.

The momentum factor, the ratio of momentum of the SOL plasma at the target to that at the midplane, is

f mom=
2T target ntarget

T midplane nmidplane

(17)

The sonic boundary condition at the target makes the factor of 2 appropriate.

3. Target physics and boundary conditions

The SOL strikes the target at an oblique angle, so a Chodura sheath is formed [11], except in detached conditions. 
The velocity of the ions along B at the entrance to the sheath is greater than or equal to cs.  The thickness of the 
sheath is 

LChodura=√6
kT

e csB
sinψ , (18)

where ψ  is the angle between B and the surface normal (nearly 90º).  The thickness is small compared to the 
divertor dimensions, at around 0.2 mm when the target temperature is 100 eV.  To a good approximation the sink 
action of the solid surface acting on the plasma, with regard to both particle and power flows, is unaffected by the 
change from a normal to an oblique target, and the ion impact energy is also unaffected.

The ratio of the wetted area on the target to the area measured perpendicular to the field line is

f s=
1

cosψ
=

1

sin (α )
Bθ

B total

(19)

where Bθ is the poloidal field, Btotal is the total field, and  is the angle in the poloidal plane between the target and 
the projection of the field line onto the poloidal plane (Figure 2).

The plasma reaching the sheath is assumed to be sonic (Mach number = 1).  The plasma flux at the target 
measured normal to the field is therefore



Γ=ne cs0 (20)

where ne is the plasma density near the target.  The heat flux due to convection and conduction, measured normal 
to the field, is

q∥=γeT 0 Γ (21)

where γ is the sheath energy transmission coefficient, and T 0is the temperature at the target.

Here we want to start with the engineering parameters, so we obtain the electron density at the target, ne, from qdep

, the power density on the target due to convection and conduction:

ne=
qdep f s
γeT 0 cs0

(22)

where T 0is the temperature at the target, and γ is the sheath energy transmission coefficient [11].  In estimating γ 
we ignore (i) the electrical bias of the target, (ii) secondary electron emission and electron reflection, and (iii) atom–
atom recombination.  The electron and ion contributions to γ, taking account of the reflection coefficient for ion 

energy, RE, are

γ=γ e+γi , γe=5.5, γ i=2.5 (1−RE ) . (23)

According to the Chodura theory the ions strike the surface at right angles, but surface roughness implies that one 
should probably use values averaged over a range of angles of incidence.  The fraction of the total kinetic energy 
that is reflected, RE, is of the order of 50% for deuterium atoms in the range 1 – 100 eV striking a tungsten target
[12].  We use the same figure for ions, assuming that the electron in an incident atom is absorbed into the 
conduction band of the target on a timescale shorter than the reflection process.  The presence of tungsten “fuzz” 
due to prolonged ion bombardment would tend to trap incident particles, but we have neglected this effect on 
energy reflection.  Electron-ion recombination of hydrogenic ions on the target is taken into account (but not 
included in γ) by adding the power

Erec ene cs0 A0 (24)

where A0 is the cross-section of the SOL at the target.

4. What happens to the lost energy?
The SOL emits energy by radiation and by charge exchange.  (The energy lost by ionisation of neutrals is not 
considered to be emitted to the surroundings.)  Although this energy is emitted isotropically, a substantial fraction 
nevertheless lands on the target.  We have made a rough estimate of this fraction as follows.  Figure 2 shows the 
target and SOL in the poloidal plane.  The area on which this energy is mainly incident is shown by the red line, 
given by

Areceiving=2 ∙Wetted Area=2π Rtarget ∙2W (25)

where Rtarget is the major radius of the target and W  is the wetted length of the target, measured in the poloidal 
plane (derived from the power fall-off length).  The power emitted by the “near zone” is calculated by direct 
integration, and half is assumed to reach the target. (The power due to charge exchange atoms is reduced by the 
energy reflection coefficient.)  The volume of the “near zone” of the flux tube depends on the connection length 
between A and B, sAB, 

sAB=LAB

√Bp
2
+Bt

2

B p

(26)
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where Bp  is the local poloidal field and Bt is the local toroidal field, and the length AB in the poloidal plane is

LAB=
2W

cosα
(27)

where  is the angle of incidence in the poloidal plane.  

Figure 2. Target and SOL in the poloidal plane.  The blue shaded area is considered “near” to the target, and energy loss from
this area is used to calculate the extra load on the area of target shown by the red line.

This estimate is based on the assumption that the length of the radiative zone in the SOL (in the poloidal plane) is 
greater than the wetted length.  Significant radiation is emitted from outside the “near zone”, but does not add much
to the local power deposition.  If the radiative zone is of the order of the wetted length or less the formula above 
underestimates the power density landing on the wetted area.  However, in reality neutrals will impinge on the SOL 
all along its length, not just from the direction of the target as assumed, so the radiative zone is likely to be larger 
than that calculated here.

5. Behaviour close to the target
This model does not give results within the sheath itself, but the zone immediately upstream of the sheath can still 
have surprisingly rapid gradients. Figure 3 shows the parameters in the SOL as a function of the distance from the 
divertor target, for target temperature = 10 eV.  The 2 mm zone adjacent to the sheath entrance is shown in detail 
on the left side of the figure. The right hand side shows the remainder of the SOL on a log scale.  The Mach 
number curve shows that much of the acceleration of the plasma approaching the target occurs in the last 0.2 mm, 
while the plasma density drops at the same time because of particle conservation.  This suggests that finite Larmor 
radius effects and local variations in the shape of the target may be important.  (Ion Larmor radius is ~0.14 mm.)  
Ionisation of the neutrals emerging from the target is largely complete over the first two millimetres.

Figure 3.  Parameters in the SOL as a function of the distance x from the divertor target. Target temperature = 10 eV. Other
parameters as in Table 4 and Table 5.



Table 4. Selected input parameters used except where stated
Conversion from flux density [el/s] to Pascal [Molecules] 1.551023  
Ratio: Total power through separatrix / power at midplane directed towards outer target 2.3
Parameter for approach to local equilibrium 0.51017 s m-3

SOL power fall-off length at the outer midplane 2 mm
SOL power fall-off length at the target 5 mm
Distance from target at which SOL gets broader as a fraction of connection length 0.1
Mean SOL density at OMP / separatrix density 0.9
Angle between flux surface and divertor target () 30º
Impurity enrichment (ratio of concentration in SOL to confined plasma):

Helium 0.4
Other impurities [13] 5

6. Consequences for optimised reactor scenarios
The benefit of implementing the SOL model in the reactor systems code “PROCESS” is that many parameters can 
be varied simultaneously to optimise the selected figure of merit while satisfying the constraints.  All the results in 
this paper have been obtained in this way. Some of the input parameters are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 (except
where stated).

Figure 4 shows the plasma and neutral profiles in the SOL for a PROCESS solution where the target temperature 
is set to 1 eV.  The first plot shows that with these inputs the SOL loses most of its momentum and energy in the 
last few millimetres before the target.  This shows that that the decline of temperature along the SOL (plot two) is 
not an indication of loss of energy, but only of the increased density (plot three), described as plasma compression.
In contrast to Figure 3, ionisation of the neutrals emerging from the target takes about 10 mm, because the 
temperature is too low at the target to cause ionisation.  The high thermal conductivity in the upstream half of the 
SOL (note the log scale) enables the plasma to remain nearly isothermal in that region (eq. 7), but the stipulation of
a low temperature at the target requires an increasing temperature gradient downstream.  The lack of neutrals and 
low recombination rates in most of the SOL cause the pressure to be constant there (eq. 9).  As plasma is not 
conserved, the speed and flux of the plasma can tend to zero towards the midplane.  This model does not impose 
any boundary condition for flux at the midplane, so the particles diffusing through the separatrix are effectively 
ignored. 



Figure 4.  Parameters in the SOL.  x =  distance from the divertor target, measured along the field line.  The left-hand graphs
show the region near the target, and the right-hand graphs show the remainder of the flux tube up to the midplane.   ‘mach’ =

Mach number, ‘He’ = power density of radiation from helium, etc.  Impurity concentrations in main plasma (ion density / electron
density): He = 7.1010-2, Ar = 1.5110-3, Xe = 3.0710-4, W = 510-5.  SOL enrichment: He = 0.4, other impurities = 5.



Figure 5 shows the results from a PROCESS solution as the target temperature is reduced from 20 to 2 eV.  From 
12 to 2 eV the optimiser has achieved this by increasing the argon concentration and the major radius very slightly. 
The net electric power is fixed, effectively fixing the fusion power.  Increasing the major radius increases the area of
the divertor target, and also has a small effect on confinement, with a knock-on effect on the power conducted 
through the separatrix.  These modest upstream changes are sufficient to reduce the target power density from 6.0 
to 3.3 MW/m2, although the contribution due to isotropic losses from the adjacent part of the SOL (section 4) 
increases and becomes dominant below 5 eV.  The minimum in the argon curve suggests that two different 
solutions are possible for the same argon fraction in this strongly non-linear regime – more details in section 7.  
Divertor impurity concentrations are higher by the enrichment factors in Table 4.  
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Figure 5. Parameters for confined plasma and divertor target as the temperature at the target varies from 20 to 2 eV.



If the enrichment factor is reduced, the optimiser compensates by increasing both the helium and the seeded 
impurity concentrations in the core, leading to greater fuel dilution.  The mean plasma density also falls.  Both of 
these effects reduce the fusion power per unit volume, leading to an increase in major radius, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Plasma major radius for different values of the enrichment of Ar, Xe and W in the divertor relative to the confined
plasma.  Helium enrichment in SOL = 0.4.

Table 5. Selected PROCESS inputs and bounds
Figure of Merit Plasma major radius
Burn time = 7186 s
Net electric power 500 MW
Injected power (heating 
and current drive)

≤ 50 MW

He concentration ≥ 0.01
W concentration 510-5  
Xe concentration 2.5810-4  
Argon concentration ≥ 10-4  

7. Approach to detachment

The model  describes the behaviour of a simplified SOL as it approaches detachment.  The atomic data has not 
been supplied below 1 eV, so it is not possible to explore complete detachment, where the temperature at the 
target would be << 1 eV.  Figure 7 shows the trends as the argon concentration is increased.  A discontinuous 
transition is observed between an attached state with very little loss of momentum, and a state where 70% of the 
momentum is lost and the plasma temperature at the target hits the lower bound of the simulation (1.1 eV in this 
case).  We suggest that this latter state has properties similar to the true detached state.  Above a critical argon 
fraction multiple solutions exist.  The two branches represent a SOL with high temperature and thermal conductivity
and low temperature gradient, and one with low temperature and thermal conductivity causing a high temperature 
gradient.  The individual solution branches can be explored by setting appropriate bounds for the adjustable 
parameters.  Otherwise the solutions jump from one branch to another, causing the discontinuity shown.  
PROCESS solutions specifying that the target temperature is less than 20 eV will use the low temperature branch, 
as in Figure 5. (Although the PROCESS solver was used, the plasma geometry and most of the main plasma 
parameters were fixed, and the optimiser was effectively disabled.)

A discontinuous transition of this type is not usually observed in experimental scans, because adding more 
impurities typically leads to a decrease in the midplane separatrix density.  In these simulations, in contrast, the 
separatrix density is held constant at 50% of the Greenwald density.
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Figure 7.  Parameters of the SOL and main plasma for varying argon fraction in (argon ions/electrons).  Above a critical argon
fraction multiple solutions exist.  The discontinuous transition shown in the plot of power on target is represented by the dotted
green line in the first and last plots. No solutions were found for argon fraction > 0.0020.  The plasma temperature at the target
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average) 7.1651019 m-3, electron temperature (volume average) 12.76 keV, vacuum toroidal field at plasma axis 4.916 T, Xe

concentration = 210-4, W concentration = 510-5.



8. Conclusions

Integrating a fast one-dimensional scrape-off layer model into a systems code allows optimised reactor scenarios to
be obtained while taking divertor conditions into account, at the cost of increasing the time required to obtain an 
optimised design from a few seconds to about one minute.  An integrated core/divertor solution was found with a 
core Ar concentration below 0.2 % and a divertor Ar enrichment of a factor 5. The W concentration is set to 510-5, 
and the Xe concentration is 2.610-4.  Systems studies frequently find that the optimised reactor design is very 
insensitive to the individual parameters [14].  This is the case in the example given in section 6, where an increase 
in major radius of 27 mm and other tiny changes are sufficient to reduce the target power density from 6.0 to 3.3 
MW/m2, and the target temperature from 20 to 2 eV.  Nevertheless a physically reasonable SOL model makes the 
design more credible, and imposes more realistic limits on the impurity fractions.

The isotropic emission of fast neutrals due to charge exchange from the part of the SOL adjacent to the target 
dominates the total power density on the target when the plasma temperature is reduced below 5 eV.

The model appears to describe the behaviour of the SOL as it approaches detachment.  More careful consideration
of the physics at temperatures below 1 eV would be required to describe detached conditions.
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10. Appendix: Supplementary data
The output file, including the input data, for the PROCESS runs used are available in Supplementary Data.
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